I’m looking to fill an opening as an Assistant Merchandiser/Procurement Merchandiser. This person would work with me on a daily basis in our Devils Lake office. This person’s role would involve a lot of direct farmer contact and buying grain. As this person develops they would have an increasing role in managing the grain position with hedging and making some sales as well as truck/rail logistics. Our elevator consists of a CPRail shuttle loader at Devils Lake and we are currently working on our Lakota elevator to load BN shuttles, which will be complete this spring. I also run a Malt Barley program at our downtown Devils Lake elevator. We have a lot going on at our elevator and this would be a great opportunity for someone who is interested in an entry level merchandising position.

Would like to start interviewing May graduates who could start in June.

Thank You

Kevin Stein
Lake Region Grain – CHS
Devils Lake, ND
Phone 701-662-5051
Cell 701-247-3355